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MOTIVATION

 Last time emphasizing 

motivation

 When a cat falls in the air, it

knows how to reorient itself

to land upright on its feet

 Robotic systems can also take

advantage of such maneuver

to properly orient itself and

land properly



CONSERVATION OF ANGULAR MOMENTUM

 Moment is equal to the derivative of angular 

momentum with respect to time

 The angular momentum of a system is conserved 

when no external moments are applied to the 

system.

 Reorienting in mid air is possible due to internal 

moments 



ORIGINAL DESIGN



FOLLOW-UP MOTIVATION

 Proper orientation is significant for 
cameras

 Gimbals implemented to provide 3 
DoF

 Camera can rotate to track an object 
of interest as it moves without the 
need to follow it ourselves

 Limited by the need to be attached to 
a base for relative rotation



CAMERA ON 3-AXIS GIMBAL



NEW DESIGN WITH GIMBAL



GIMBAL DESIGN



PROJECT PLAN

 Design 3 DoF camera without the need to be mounted 

to a base (Gimbal for demonstration purpose)

 Arduino Uno and Raspberry Pi B

 Track Green ball with Pi Camera

 Sends data to Arduino to actuate motors

 Control Algorithm based on coordinate of the center of 

the ball relative to the captured image’s center



PI CAMERA WITH BALL TRACKING



CONTROL ALGORITHM

 Motors controlled with values from 1000μs -
2000μs

 Angular Velocity Control of motors and body



CONTROL ALGORITHM

 Red/Green lines are thresholds used for control



CONTROL ALGORITHM

 Blue: Regions to actuate motors



ARDUINO CODE



RASPI CODE



RASPI CODE



RASPI CODE



RASPI CODE



COMPLICATIONS

 Ball Bearings used to mount Gimbal rings still 

has “some” friction.

 There is external moment applied to the cube, so 

angular momentum is not conserved.

 Very difficult to mount the cube’s center of mass 

exactly at the center of the assembly.

 There is external moment of gravitational forces 

applied to the cube. It will tend to rotate until it 

reaches equilibrium


